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MONITOR WEB SHOP - CHANGELOG 
Version 1731. 

Short information about version 
This version comes, among other things, with new possibilities for blocking items that lack 

sufficient balance. Address ID’s are now included with orders from the webshop into Monitor 

which allows the use of comprehensive invoices. Some problems have also been resolved, for 

example better handling of quantities with decimals. The version also includes the new 

adaptation Part Variants as well as a lot of development of the already existing adaptation 

Spare part search. 

New functionalities 
 Sales 

 Added the possibility to block items that lack sufficient balance at the customer's 

warehouse, or at the sum of all warehouses. 

 Order 

 Monitor Address ID is now included in orders and quotes that gives support for using 

comprehensive invoices. 

 Part Variants (Addition) 

 New Adaptation Part Variants that allows the selection of article variants for items 

using linked properties. 

Bug fixes and improvements  

 Parts 

 Added support for parts with dots in the part number. 

 Secured so that items can have a balance between two balance ranges. 

 Sales 

 Secured so that country is validated in the invoice step. 

 Fixed problem with shipping cost not included on the order confirmation page. 

 Quantities 

 Improved support for sales of quantities with decimals. 

 Fixed issues with language-specific decimal and thousand-delimiter in quantities. 

 Language 

 Fixed language control of part descriptions on the order confirmation page. 

 Fixed language control of part descriptions on My Orders and My Quotes. 
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 Spare part search (Addition) 

 Added start quantity of items. If no start quantity is available or if it is less than the 

minimum quantity, then the minimum quantity is selected. 

 Added support for serial number containing slashes. 


